
a nod to knobs
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

CAN BE USED for So 
mUCh morE ThAN 
DrAwErS AND DoorS. 
USE ThEm To EmBElliSh 
EvEry ThiNg from  
BoT TlE TopS To  
TABlE DÉCor!

knobs



boxed in These little boxes are 
big on style. Itty-bitty and totally sweet, 
they began as bare paper maché. First, 
cover each box with bright, patterned 
paper. But don’t stop there! Give them new 
life with a trio of miniature glass knobs. 
Are they pint-sized gift boxes, teeny-tiny 
treasure chests or perfectly petite décor? 

on the knob You can’t 
stop these girly stoppers. They’re just too 
pretty to hide. To make them, select a 
coordinating group of knobs and pulls, and 
shorten the screws with a handsaw. Then 
simply twist the knobs into the bottles’ 
existing corks.

»
»

ClEAr or ColorfUl, 
orDiNAry or orNATE, 
DECorATivE kNoBS 
ArE iDEAl for 
EmBElliShmENTS, homE 
DÉCor & So mUCh morE...
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» once upon a time
The time is right for crafting a  

one-of-a-kind timepiece. This one starts 
with a pre-distressed metal plate.  

Simply drill holes for the knobs and  
screw them into place. When you want a 

simple yet standout project in no time, 
 this quirky clock fits the bill. 

    like a charm  Pull off a knobby-chic look 
with these ultra-trendy necklaces. To make your own, 
choose knobs with pins in the middle—and remove them. 
Then thread a headpin or 20-gauge wire (looped and coiled 
on each side to secure) through the middle of the knobs. 
Finish by attaching a chain, antique-style charms and 
coordinating ribbon with jump rings.

»

keyed up
Need a place to hang your tags and skeleton keys? No? Well, that’s okay, because this stylish 
organizer works great for jewelry too. The unconventional mix of  all-the-rage chevron and 
timeless turquoise creates bold and beautiful contrast on this fun-meets-functional piece. 

»
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sign me up First, back a piece of cork with interfacing so that the other layers 
below won’t be seen through the fabric. Then glue the cork to foam core, cover it with fabric 
and place it in a pretty frame. Use a handsaw to shorten the screws from a variety of knobs 
so they’re flush against the wall when hanging. Then use an awl to poke holes for the knobs 

into the cork. Repeat the first three steps to create a matching back piece.



sheer elegance 
Get a handle on chic table décor with this 

knob-bedecked tree. It all starts by hot gluing an 
assortment of clear and mercury glass knobs to 

a Styrofoam™ cone. Then simply tuck crystal-like 
beads topped with filigree bead caps into any 

gaps to fill in this stunning centerpiece.

» name that knob 
Dress your table to impress with these  

vintage-style place card holders. Using a handsaw, 
shorten the screw of a flat-bottomed knob. Wrap 
wire around the remaining part of the screw, and 

form the wire into a decorative swirl to hold a 
dainty charm. Then tie on some ribbon to hide the 

hardware and add a simple finishing touch.

» tip: Give your tree a gorgeous glow 
by wrapping clear mini-lights around the 
Styrofoam™ cone before adding the knobs. Floral 
pins keep the lights in place and out of your way 
as you trim the tree with knobs galore.
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hint: For the more traditional bride, this bouquet is the 
perfect accessory for your wedding rehearsal, leaving behind a 

lasting memory and family heirloom to cherish forever.

trinkets & treasures 
Whether you’re walking down the aisle or adding 

a touch of romance to your home décor, you’ll 
love personalizing your arrangement with our 
whimsical, vintage-inspired doorknobs. Begin 

by wrapping rustic burlap ribbon over a halved 
Styrofoam™ ball, and glue it to a Styrofoam™ 

cone. Next, insert your favorite knobs and 
decorative pulls to cover the ball, securing them 

with low-temperature glue. Finish by gluing 
beautifully simple fabric onto the cone, tying  

a satin ribbon around it and securing a  
flat-bottomed knob to the base.
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Do not allow chilDren to complete projects alone. aDult supervision requireD.
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